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SOME D H'FERENCES IN THE USE OF FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE BETWEEN
VIETNAMESE AND AUSTRALIAN SPEAKERS
The linguistic problems encountered in such areas as phonology and syntax
by Vietnamese learning English are already dealt with in several publications.

This paper however, explores a further avenue of common problems

which are socio-linguistic in nature, relating to the settlement process
of Vietnamese into Australian society.
Six areas will be discussed in relation to the use of functional language.
These areas have been noted by Vietnamese and teachers of Vietnamese to be
areas of difficulty for adjustment.

They are

1)

Forms of address and greetings.

2)

The Vietnamese kinship system - use of kinterms etc.

3)

The structure of Vietnamese names.

4)

Inviting/accepting/refusing.

5)

The Vietnamese smile which is frequently substituted for language.

6)

Yes and No, the use of which differs in Vietnamese and English.

1.

Forms of address and greetings

The manner in which we greet someone in any situation performs a number of
functions.

Through the greeting, we do not just open a line of verbal com-

munication, we express recognition, friendship or otherwise, intentions,
expectations, reasons for speaking and so on.

We greet people differently

according to their social status, their age, their occupation and the '-espect which we are prepared to accord to them.

We can use the-greeting

therefore, as a vehicle to set what we instinctively know in our culture
to be the right tone for any social encounter.
In addition to this, each culture possesses intrinsic variations in the
speaker/hearer's expectations of the various levels of discourse.

The

lI
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1
speaker requires not only a good understanding of the specific language necessa�l

but also an adequate knowledge of the social structure of that particular

culture to be able to say what he wants to say in a manner acceptable to both
him and the hearer.
In this context, the differ8nces between the social structures and consequently
the levels of discourse in the Vietnamese and Australian cultures, cause problems for Vietnamese newcomers to Australia.

Because of their desire to settle

into Australia as quickly as possible and their courtesy and wish to please,
their lack of both linguistic skill in English and knowledge of social and
cultural customs makes them fearful of saying the wrong thing at the wrong time
and so giving offence.
According to Laurence C Thompson

1

three major factors affect the style of

speech which a Vietnamese speaker in his own culture will choose
1)

The formality of the situation in which he is speaking.

2)

His status in relation to the hearer.

3.)

His attitude towards the person or persons being addressed.

The situations themselves tend to fall into three classes:
a)

Formal situations in which an individual is dealing with people he has
either never met before or with whom he has only a limited acquaintance
These situations include public ceremonies or large ritualistic gatherings.

b)

Familiar situations in which the speaker is intimately related to the
other persons involved.

c)

Informal situations involving people who are fairly well acquainted but
not intimate.

There may well be a set of similar distinctions in Australian English in terms

3

of choice of style of address but the major difference is the wealth of
address terms used in Vietnamese. The speaker of Vietnamese has numerous

11
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choices of address words to be used within th�se situations according to
the age, social status, etc. of the person he is addressing.
Elders receive more consideration than younger persons and males enjoy more
prestige than females.

There is also a prestige hierarchy according to

socio-political rank, intellectual achievement and wealth.

Because of these

factors. a formal situation is far more common in Vietnam than in Australia
and carries into many areas which would not be considered formal by an Australian.

The prestige hierarchy in . Australia is far less clearly defined

and some sections of the population do not acknowledge any prestige hierarchy at all.
In Vietnam, the distinction between speaker, hearer and referent is not
emphasised in the actual conversation used in these formal situations nor
to a certain extent in informal situations.

Nevertheless, the social re-

lationships which are involved are extremely important.

In a conversation

outside the family, a Vietnamese rarely uses names to address a person since
this is considered impolite in Vietnam.

The usual form of address is the

use of an appropriate personal pronoun or kinterm preceded by the polite
form 'thua' with no mention of family or given names.

Because this form

is used when addressing or talking to someone superior to oneself in family
or social rank, a common form of address from a Vietnamese student to his
teacher would be
Thda Th)y (male) or Thtia C� (female)

2

The terms 'Th�y' (master/father) and·�· (Miss/aunt) are used by Vietnamese
students on all lev8ls to address their teachers and have been in use in

4

in Vietnam for many centuries.

Traditionally, the teacher has been con-

sidered the spiritual father or mother of the student a�d as su�h, commands
the greatest res�ect.
An Australian student addressing an Australian teacher uses a much simpler
format
Mr Green (male) or Miss/Mrs Taylor (female) .
In addressing a student, a Vietnamese teacher would use one of the following terms, showing the extc-,nsive use of kinship terms for address
con (child)
em

(younger sibling)

:

Primary School

anh (elder brother)
em (younger brother)
ch� (elder sister)

High School/University

c8 (young8r sister)
given name with or without
anh/ch� preceding it

3

The terms 'anh' and 'ch�' are actually used by the teacher relative to the
ages and sex of his or her own children.
In contrnst, the Australian teacher simply uses the Christian name of the
student from the time he or she enters Primary school through to High School
/University.
Levels of discourse are most important in the use of these forms of address
because the category of pers�n is nearly always an optional one in Vietnamese.
The surface structure of the language rarely forces the speaker to indicate
specifically wh,=ther he is referring to himself, the listener or a third

5
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'

person.

However, tLe st,,tus of the various persons involved must nearly

always b� stated clearly.

There is a great deal of talking in the tl,ird

person, making use of the nouns and general catego:r icals denoting fan,ily
relationships, professions, etc. when the speaker may actually refer to
himself or his hearer.

This speaki.ng in the third person is an integral

1�rt of the normal system in Vietnamese.
A simulated conversation between a Vietnamese male teacher and student
illustrates not only this use of the third person but also the terms of
respect used between the two :
"C� hoc b'ai chu'a?"

Teacher :

"Younger sister/mi.ss learn lesson yet?"

'

Young lady student

"Thua th�y chJa."

(spoken politely)

"Sir, not yet."

4

A further example of the use of respectful terms is an idealized conversation between a female teacher and a young m:tle student.
would be addressed as 'c�'

The teacher

If she is middle-aged or older or married,

she would address the student as one of her own children.
Teacher :

"Nam, con lam b�i xong chJa?"
"Nam, have you finished your homework yet?"

Student

,

....
"Thtla co chua."

"Madam (Mrs.), not yet."
If the teacher is young, she may address the s�udent as a younger brother
or sister. e.g
Teacher

"Nam, em l�m b�i xong chJa?"
"Nam, have you finished your homework yet?"

Student

"Thila c�, ch1fa."
"Honoured elder sister, not yet. "

6

Teacher:

"Tai sao?"
"Why?"

The teacher doesn 't need to use a term of address here.
Student :

"Thu'a c2 . . .. .... ."
"Honoured elder sister, ye.;terday my mother W,':.s sick. ,.

S

I n contrast, an Australian teacher-student conversation would be sociolinguistically less complex.

The teacher would simply use the Christian

name of the student with the second person p::::-onoun regardless c.f age and
the student would address tlie teacher as simply 'Mr Brown' or 'Mrs Green'.
The student would possibly omit the teach,� r 's name when reply_; ng or use it
only once.
In Vietnam, because of the high esteem in which teachers are held, the
students are taught to stand up in silence when the teacher enters the room
and to sit down, again in silence, when the teacher either telJ.s them to or
indicates it by a wave of th•:> hand.
There are no exactly equivalent greetings such as 'good morning ', 'good
afternoon ' or 'goodbye ' in Vietnamese because they do not differentiate between the times of the day in their greetings but the forms used are usually
the personal pronouns 'Th1y• (male) or·�· (female) followed by a polite
word at the end of 1:he sentence e. g.
"Th1y .. .. .. . ..... .. <:"

"c� . .. . . .. . . . .. . . a"

'a' is a polite particle which is a term of extreme respect.
only in the north and can be used in any form of reply.
used here with 'Th�y ' and

1

c8 1 as an optional additive.

6

It is used

' ch'ao' can be
'Chao ' means

'greetings' and can also be used as a salute in the army.
The Australian teacher almost invariably enters a room with a greeting like
"Good morning, everyone", and expects the students in turn to reply with

7

" Good morning, Mrs Green" , forms which are not only unfamiliar to the
Vietnamese student but which are considered impolite.

They quickly learn

of course, that these are acceptable terms of address in.this country but
they are aware that this is totally different social behaviour from that
which they are used to.

They therefore feel very unsure in other un-

familiar situations because they have no instinctive knowledge which will
help them to know the correct thing to say.
Vietnamese males normally greet each other with a handshake or a joining
of each person's own hands, accompanied by a slight inclination of the head.
Young Vietnamese, both male and female, also use a smile as a greeting but
Vietnamese women never shake hands.
Greetings between fellow students of much the same age in Vietnam can be
either fairly formal or more informal.

This is in contrast to Australian

students who tend to informality in almost all situations with Cl>ntemporaries.
An idealized example of a fairly formal conversational exchange between two
Vietnamese students who have a limited acquaintance would be
1st student:

2nd student:

1st student:

"
" ch'ao -
anh Hai.
· L"
au qua" kh,ong
g�p.
...,
Anh m�nh gi·01
i.
"
khong?"
Greetings Mr Hai. Long too not meet. You well not?
Greetings Mr Hai. I haven't seen you for a long time
Are you well?"
.,;1.
"
,._...,
A
!._
/
" Cam
c3n anh toi van m;:..nh.
Nam nay anh thay bai Va
•
th@ n'a.o?_"_ -Thank you. ! still well year this you see lessons how?
" Thank you, I'm well. How are you finding study this
year?"

1·
""
v
· "' an . Toi
·"
" Kho' ha'n nam ngoai n h ieu
" · tin
( h 1en thJ vi�n
h
Difficult more year last much you I plan �o up library
�
2
"
"
'
·
""
Jd
'
"
de tham khao them day. Con anh di dau h ng nay vc;y?"
to consult more here sc.ill you go where direction
this in this case.
-'I.

" Much more difficult than last year. (Polite 'you'
understood.) I plan to go to the library to look up
more references. Where are you going, this way?"

8

2nd student:

"ThJa t8i phJi di lam thtlc t;p sinh ho�."
(respectful) I must go do practical biology
"! have to go to a Biology prac."

1st student:

�
',
a.
"Vc:Y de anh di keo tre
gio.
Khi n�o ranh
r$i mch anh
In that case let yo go otherwise late hour. Whenever
d
tdi nha t�i ch i".
free invite you come house my visit.
"In that case I'll let you go in case you're late.
When you're free I'd like you to come to my place".

2nd student:

· "''
,-J
.'
,"'.
,
"Cam Jn anh. Chting ta se
co;' g1d
no1
chuy�n nh1eu
hon.
Thank_y£u We (inc) will have time talk much more
Xin cha.a anh".
Give greetings you

"

.,..,2

-

:,.

......

A

"Thank you. We 'll have time to talk a lot more.
you goodbye".
1st student:

I bid

"Di;i, xin chao anh".
(Polite particle) give gre tings you.
7
"(Yes) I bid you goodbye".

The terms 'anh' (elder brother) or •3ng' (ML) would be used on this formal
level according to the age of the students.
Typical Vietnamese courtesy is shown throughout this exchange in expressions
such as
'Mr Hai'.
'Thtla t8i 1 , (respectful)
'I bid you goodbye'.
Although this courtesy is not as marked in a more informal exchange, it
would still be.evident in one way or another.
As the difference between formality and informality is inherent in all forms
of Vietnamese address, conversations unavoidably contain polite formulae.
For example, the use of 'c�u' means that the person being addressed may be
younger but enjoys a higher social status.

"C�' also means 'uncle' on

the mother's side or 'the son of the boss' in the north.
two friends, one will often refer to the other as

However, between
,/

and himself as •td•.

9

For other uses of 'c�u' I (see Page 19)
•

1 BG 1

is another address pronoun,

meaning ' you' and is interchangeable with 'c�u' in a familiar, informal
situation.

An idealized informal conversation between two students of

the same sex using these pronouns is:
1st student:

"Bi d@u v�y be?"
Go where like this you
"Where are you going?"

2nd student:

"Td di thJ vifn, cbn �?"
! go library what about you?
"I'm going to the library. What about you?"

1st student:

"Minh.ph�i 'c�p cua' gid ch6t d� di thi 1cfi xe".
I must cut course hour last to go take exam drive car.
"I have to miss my last lecture to take my driving test".

2nd student:

"Ran d�u nghen".
Try pass won't (you understood)
"Try to pass won' t you"?8

/

'

/

'

.z.

I\

'

For a description of the use of the pronoun 'minh ' see pp 16 and 19.

'

More informal and not very refined is the usage of the terms 'may ' or 'tao '.
Such forms would probably be used by university students who are on very
familiar terms or they can even be used by females who are close friends.
An example is in the following idealized conversation
1st student:

�•
:z.
"
'
�
)
"Sao n,01.
u.2. ru
v?y
may?
Nhd/ bo
phai
kh�ng?"
Why sit sad like this you miss boy/girl friend yes/no.

"Why are you sitting there, looking so sad?
missing your boy/girl friend?"
2nd student:

"'

.... '

I

"'

IJ

"'

II

Are you

"�au co, g<;10 lau nh c dau chti't di�h th-ai
Not at all (I understood) swot long time headache
a little only.
•

"Not at all, I 've been swotting so long I've got a
slight headache".
1st student:

'

'

;

...

,... '

vJa vda th�i nghe. HC?c qua khung d�y may"
Moderate moderate just won 't you. Study much crazy
like that you
11

"Take it easy won' t you.
mad you know . .,9

Too much study drives you

10
An enor�ous difference between the conversational styles of the Vietnamese
and the Australians can be seen when comparing the foregoing Vietnamese
student discourse with one heard by myself on campus between two Australian
students :
1st student:

"G'day".

2nd student:

"How're y' goin' Frank?"

1st student:

"Good, mate".

End of conversation.

It could also be the beginning of bewilderment for the

Vietnamese who is trying to sort out the Australian linguistic expressions
of politeness.
Even the differences in the length of the two conversations indicates the
different ideas of courtesy. The Vietnamese conversation is longer as each
would consider it impolite to cut the exchange short.
The fear of being considered impolite will cause the Vietnamese to err on
the side of formality to be safe.

This formality can be seen in the

following exchange
1st person:

"Chao ong Th':[c".
'

I\

"Hello (Mr) Th';IC 11

•

(The word · �ng' here is typical of Vietnamese kinship or status terms which
are a very significant feature of the language.

"Ong' signifies that the

person addressing Thuc regards him as superior or is on formal terms with
him. )
2nd person:

"Khbng dfm chii.o �ng Smith".
"Not flatter greetings Mr Smith".

The opening phrase here suggests that it is a great compliment to be greeted
by the other person.

It means 'please don't flatter me'.

10

In commenting on social restraints on language choice Gumperz (1974) quotes
Bernstein (1964) as ·saying:

"Between language and speech, there .is a social

structure".

11

11

Gumperz hir:iself comments:

"Social ·restraints on language

choice are an important component of the relationship between signs and
their meanings.

Every message must conform to the grammatical restraints

of the verbal repertoire but is always interpreted with social restraints 11

•

12

It is these social restraints which cause problems for the Vietnamese by
virtue of the great disparity between their native culture and their
adopted one.

Language choice for them in social situations often becomes

traumatic and frequently results in withdrawa1s int.otheir own ethnic groups.

2

The Vietnamese Kinship system

To understand social attitudes towards human relationships within Vietnamese
culture, it is wise first of all, to look at o.ne of the fundamental components of Vietnamese life - the kinship system.

Many words which are used for

address and reference are kin terms within the Vietnamese family.
The_ Vietnamese have an extended family system, patriarchal in nature, which
includes not only the members immediately r•"lated to ego (father, mother,
brothers, sisters, children) but also those persons who are related to him
through males (father's immediate relatives, father's father's immediate
relatives, f,,ther's brothers' offspring, brothers' offspring, grandsons'
offspring, sons' offspring, etc. ) .

The term used for these persons is

1

nb'i I

which m,:,ans 'inside'.
The term given· to other relatives is 'ngo"!i' which means

1

0·,1tside' and this

includes all relatives through females, mainly the members of the mother's
extended family, but also the father's sisters' children, sisters' children
and daughters' and granddaughters' offspring etc.
There are so many diffE:,rentiating terms for members of the extended family
that there are clear designations for generation and relative age within

12
generation and sex for individuals regarded as older than ego.

This includes

some pt�rsons who may actually be younger than ego but are related in such a
way that the system treats them as older, e.g. father's elder b�other's children.
An important difference here bet�,een Vietnamese and Australian kinship terms
is that Vietnamese use the same kin terms for irnnediate relatives as they do
for collateral relatives of the same generation.
For example, in Vietnam, the father 's elder brother's children (ego 's first
cousins) are called 'anh' (elder brother) and 'ch� ' (elder sister) the same
as ego 's own elder siblings are.

In the same way, his fatlier 's younger

brother 's children are called 'em ' (younger siblings) - even thoug:h some of
them may be chronoJ_ogically older - in the same way that his own younger
brotl,ers and sisters are.
Usually 'anh' a�d 'chi ' in these cases are used in conjunction with 'ho'
and

1

b1 con' to sho\� whether or not there is blood relationship.

Even if

these combinations are not used, they are certainly implied.

'

'H<;>' and 'ba con' denote that tha�- person is not in the blood line whereas
the term 'ru9t ' denotes that person is in the blood line.

.

.

Therefore,

cousins' children can be 'anh ho' or 'chi b1 con '.
The most important terms in average family relationships can be seen in the
following table.

See also Table 1, Page l3a

13

.

Terms listed parenthetically

c:re special terms fpr spouses of related persons, e. g. 'ch� dau' means wife
,..2.
of 'anh', 'anh re
' means husband of 'chi'.
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Female

Male

SIBLINGS (included are pc:trents' siblings' children and grandparents'
siblings' grandchildren etc. )

.

.

2.

Elder

anh (chi d�u)

chi (anh re)

Younger

em (trail (em d�u)

em (g�i) (em re)

PARENTS

,(
cha, th"a.y, bo,
ba

m�, me, ma

"

,..2.

,,

PARENTS' SIBLINGS (included are grandparents' siblings' children and
great grandparents' siblings' grandchildren, etc.)
FATHER'S SIDE
/

Elder

bac (bac ga1
/.)

Younger

chli (thim)

MOTHER'S SIDE

c�u (md)
•

/

/

bac (in some families)
co (dudng)

,,

"
'
d.i.

co (dJcjng)

A

(dd?ng)

GRANDPARENTS (included are grandparents' sjblings, great grandparents'
siblings' children, etc. )

'

ba (n�i)

Father's side
ong (ngo':i)

b)i (ngoai)

I
J

Mother 's side

.I\

GREAT GRANDPAREN'('S

A
c� (ong) , ong co

cu (ba), ba co

CHILDREN

con (trail (d�u)

.
con (ga1)

A

."{

/

/

'

"/

"2.

(re)

GRANDCHILDREN (included are siblings' children, parents' siblings '
grandchildren etc. )
cha'u (trail
,, "'
(chau dau)

/

c hau

/
.
( ga1)

/
( chau

/\2.

re )

It should be noted here that in the third ascending generation, the nuclear
term 'cu' (great grandparent) does not in itself distinguish sex.

---·
----� �

-�-=

-

ong (ngo;,.i)

bac

cu

dtrang

hi (ho
anh (h9)

me;

chu

em(trai)(h9) em (gai)(h9)

C"l
..--!

ba (ngoai)

m9'

chi
(ho)
co

em

I

chi (ho)
m9'

(gai)(ho)

J..
em

- -·

-�,

-.

anh (ruot)

I

em

(trai)(ho)

J..

em

dtr(!ng

(gai)(ho)

chi (ru9t)

I

(trai)(ru9t)
(con) re

d1au (trai) (ru9t)

chau (gai)(ruot)

chau (trai)(n9i)

chau (gai)(n9i)

chau (trai)(ngo;,.i)

chau (gai)(ngoai)

Fig. I. Some Important Relationships and their Terms

em

(trai)(h9) em (gai)(hc,>)

em

re
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Similarly, the nuclear terms for all relatives assessed as younger than
ego are single terms for both sexes :
em (younger sibling)
con (child)
chlu (grandchild)
cha't (great grandchild)
(
chit
(great great grandchild)

ch�t (great great great grandchild)
Because the descent pattern is patrilineal, nuclear terms distinguish
father's elder brother (btc) from his younger brother (ch�) while the same
term is used for father' s elder and younger sisters (cci) , for mother's

'.

"

elder and younger brothers (c�u) and younger sisters (di) .
'Cha' and 'me ' are the most widespread terms of reference for parents, although the other four terms are common in direct address.

Of these, 'ba '

and 'm�' seem to be the most commonly used.
The word ' th�y' (basically master) is used for ' father' in many dialect
areas, especially in the north.

However, ' tia' is an affectionate term

f"r 'father' which is used in the south.
.

i.
I\

At the level of the child, although both 'd�u' (daughter-in-law) and 're '
(son-in-law) are used by themselves, they also commonly appear in refer...,2.

,,..
ential use as complements to ' con ' (child) 'con dau'
and ' con re ' ( same .

meanings as the simple terms) .
'Trai' (male) and

1

ga'i 1 (female) a:r:e used to distinguish the sex of re-

latives when the nuclear term leaves this unspecified.

However, they are

not used at the level of the grand parents' generation or above where they
are replaced by •Cng' for males and

1

b'a. 1 for females.

15
Address and reference within the extended family therefore, utilize a large
number of kinship courtesy designations while still operating in a 'familiar'
situation.
Children and young people under twenty address their relatives by the appropriate nuclear term and c�ll themselves by whatever kin term would be appropriate for the relative in question to use with them.
For example, a child addressing his father or mother calls himself 'con' which
is 'child' and therefore third person and his father 'cha' (or one of the
affectionate substitutes) .

Wnen speaking to his father's brother, he calls
.

/

himself 'chtu• (nephew/grandson) and his uncle 'bac' (u.·.cle) .
The adult members of the family reciprocate with the appropriate terms so that
the father calls his son 'con' and himself 'cha' or a substitute.
brother of the father calls the boy 'cha"u' and himself 'ba'c'.

The elder

14

An example of speaking in the third person is shown in the following passage
where a young lady around twenty talks with her mother
Daughter :

/.

.\

/

/

I\

..._

A
/
')
"Thua
ma,
truy�n
giau-cau con noi co dung va hay khong,

"Mother, is the story of betel (chewing) I've told (little
daughter) told correct and well (told) ?"
Mother

;.

/

..._

!

)

A

/.

/

"Con noi dung ya hay lam, nhung tai sao con khong no1 cac
�lch c3:a gi�u-cau?"
"You've (little daughter) told (it) correctly and well but
why didn't (little daughter) y"ou td.lk (about) the useful
aspects of b<2tel (chewing) ?"

D�.ughter:

.

'

/

;

/,

I\
,..
"
\
/\
"'
. ,,..
Con xin ma no1
'',�Tang,
con quen
mat
vi
con . khong
an
giau.
v@ {ch ldi caa gi�u -· cau cho hai bng nghe" .

"Yes, I
(little
ask you
aspects

(littlP daughter) forgot all about that because
daughter) don't chew betel. I (little daughter)
(honoured mother) (to) tell about the useful
of betel for the two gentlemen .to hear" . 1 5

•
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Although speaking in the third person is also done in English, it is
usually so-called 'baby-talk ', addressing small children and animals, e. g.
"Mummy will smack Timmy/Spot if he keeps banging that drum/digging up the
garden",
It can also be used to express sarcasm, definiteness or humour but it is
never used in normal conversation as it is in Vietnam.
However, young people who consider themselves on an equal footing with each
other, use the appropriate kin term for the hearer or referent but use the
pronoun 't�i ' (I) to refer to themselves. Adults over twenty exbend this
use of 't�i' for dezignating themselves to most situations, but use kin
terms for addressing others or referring to them.

Interestingly, if adults

use the appropriate kin term to designate themselves when talking to other
adults, it connotes special humility or obsequiousness (if it is a younger
person addressing an elder) or great formality, severity or arrogance (if
it is an older person addressing a younger one) .
A husband adopts an attitude towards his wife which is roughly the position
of her elder brother.

He calls people in her family by the same terms that

her elder brother uses.

She not only calls him 'anh ' but refers to herself

as 'em' when talking to him.
They both use reciprocally the pronoun 'minh ' when directly addressing each
other.

'Minh ' literally means 'body/oneself.' but also means such an endear-

ment as 'sweetheart '.

•cJng ' also means 'sweetheart ', 'darling'.

calls his wife 's elder brother 'anh ' and is called

1

A husband

em ' by that person, re-

gardless of their relative ages.
A common term used to a third person by a husband or wife about each other
is 'nh'a tSi 1

,

colloquially, 'my own '.
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'Nha ' literally means 'house'.

1

Ttii 1

,

as already mentioned, means 'I '.

Husbands and wives also use such colloquial terms of endearment and
affection as •eng

xl t�i '

to a third person.

and 'ha xlt�i ' when speaking about each other
.

2
Other terms used are 'ha chau ' and 'ba bay tre'
which
/

'

.....
2.
•
.
/
means 'father of my children' and 'ma chau
' and 'ma,,, bay
tre'
which
means
/

'mother of my children '.
After their first child is born, they shift to a teknonymous usage, ie.
naming of the parent from the child, addressing each other as 'father of
so and so ' or 'mother of so and so '.

'

For example, if the child is a male

'

named Teo, the husband addresses his wife as 'ma thifng Tf'� ' and she addresses
/

'

�

him as 'ha thang Teo '.

If the child is a female named Tam, the husband is
/

6

called 'ba con Ta":�·: and the wife is called •m{ con T� '.
Outside the extended family,

1

t$i 1 is polite u�age for the first person but

'

certain kin terms are also used for addressing or referring to others.
These terms often exaggerate the relative age or status of the hearer or
referent a;:;cording to how well the people involved in the conversation know
each other. The exaggeration would always be slanted towards complimenting
the hearer.
The system is best reflected in a rather formal situation involving people
who have just . met each other or who have known each other formally for some
time.

In these cases, the forms of address for speakers c,ver twenty would bi=:
'c�' for persons of advanced age, roughly the age of o:1e's
own grandparents or older.

"

'ong' for all men twenty or older unless they merit 'c� '
Iba I for all married WOmen and for Women the Same age a::.
the speaker or older, unless they meLit 'cu '.
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•cS• for unmarried girls and women from about ten years old,
unless they merit

1

b1 1 or ' cu'.

'anh' for boys roughly over twelve and under twenty.
' em' for younger children.

17

If social class is clearly defined in any given situation, people who aye
considered of lower social class are generally addressed as 'anh' (for
males) and 'chi'
• (for females) .

Tradi1ionally, markings for social speech

exist between the aristocracy, professional families, landowners and business
executives as opposed to labourers and servants.

But even here, age plays

a determining role with elderly reople of the labouring class often being
'
"'
politely addressed as 'ong' or 'ba'.

Even when people come to know each other better, age continues to be the
most important factor when determining which form of address to use.

In

these cases, some reduction of age and status does take place but some
exaggeration also remains.

People older than the speaker often come to be

called ·�ng' or 'ba' rather than 'c�·-

But the movement from •Sng'' ' ba'

and •ct • to 'anh' and 'chi'
• implies a lot closer acquaintance often amounting to intimacy.

The only case of a reducation to 'em' is the case of a

young man courting a young lady.

He would probably start by addressing

her as 'cd', then as he came to know her better he would change to 'ch}'
and finally when they were actually established sweethearts he would change
to 'em' .

This is also what he would call her if they eventua]ly became

married.
In addition to this wide selection of address terms in common usage, there
are a few other kin terms used for special relationships.
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The - term 'cau' is common :.n North Vietnam when addressing the male child
of someone with higher social standing.

'C�u' can also be used quite
This com-

differently to address a very good male friend of the family.

pares to close male friends of the family in Australia being called 'uncle'.
The term

1

ba'c• is sometimes used for both males and females in a special

formal relationship to denote an influence outside the family but one
which has a special concern or interest in that family.
/

The term 'chu' (for males) is also used to denote a less responsible but
possibly a friendlier outsider.
In polite usage, the only personal pronouns which appear are 'toi' (I),
'Ta' is a first person pronoun used by a person alone

'ta' and 'minh '.

talking to himself or by speakers who assume a certain superiority over
the persons to whom or about whom they are speaking.

It also appears

/

with the meaning 'you and I' e.g. 'chung ta' (you and I inclusive).

'
'Minh'

can appear as a descriptive complement referring reflexively to whatever
actor is clear in the context, ie. myself, yourself, h imself, herself,
ourselves, yourselves, themselves, oneself.
couples to address each other as 'you'.

It is also used by married

A further use is between two

women who are on intimate terms to mean 'you and I' or occasionally 'you'.
/

The plural forms of the pronouns involved are formed with 'chung' which
literally means 'a group of animate things'.

'Chtng' is used with kin

terms to designate the speaker.
For example:
/

'chung con'

we children

'chbng chciu'

we grandchildren/nephews/nieces

'Chting' is als� used by itself as a collective word for
reference to groups of people.

..._________ _____
_ ____ __
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However, when the kin term refers to another person - either the person
talked to or the person talked about - there is a regular plural marker
used which is •etc• , for the plural form, e.g.
•etc con '

(you) children

• cfc t>ng '

(you) gentlemen

•cfc ba'

(you) ladies

18

Given names used with kin terms and titles within the family are quite
common although more frequently with reference than address.

If they

are used in direct address it denotes more formality but at the same time
a little more personal concern.
Amongst very close friends and family members, given names are used for
address and reference.
timacy.

As mentioned before, this usage implies great in-

Sometimes, the given name is used by members of the same gener-

ation to address each other.

It is often used by an older family member

to address a younger.
An interesting difference betwen dialectal areas in the north and tho,se in
the south is shown in the practice which some families employ, calling
their children by the number of their birth order.
est child is called

•cf•

(eldest).

In the north, the eld

However, in the south, the first child

is called 'Hai' (two), the second 'Ba ' (three), the third 'Tu ' (four) etc.
According to Thompson

19
, it has been suggested that this dialectal differ-

ence relates to superstition which designates • cl• to the father and
therefore cannot be used for any of the children.
These number names are sometimes the only given names the children have,
although in some families they provide alternative names.

Sometimes,

servants are called by such number names also, together with 'anh' or 'ch!'·
1
I

The Vietnamese feel so strongly about politeness that people who would
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normally address and refer to one another in a familiar way, will consciously use much more formal terms to create an atmosphere of courtesy
for people present who are not on the same familiar terms.
The use of the particles 'd�' at the beginning of a setence and 'a' at
the end of a sentence convey great respect for the hearer or referent.
on occasions, it is also considered more polite to refer to the potential
or actual action by a hearer by a euphemism.
For example :
the verb 'x6i' replaces •an' (eatl and ·uSng' (drinkl,
being the polite form for both these verbs.
Person A:

"Mc3i 8ng xch c6m"
"Have something to eat".

Person B:

�
"Cam
i

6n

"Thank you.
3.

'

tJ
1
A
i\ .
-"'·11
ong.
Toi
an
com
roi
.

I've already eaten".
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Structure of Vietnamec?. 1\!ames

The differences between the structure of Vietnamese names and Australian
names are a source of c0nfusion for both groups.
Most Vietnamese have three names.

For example
/

Nguy�n va'n Tam
I\

Le th� Anh
These names are actually in the reverse order to a typical Australian
name such as John Robert Smith.
The first name of Nguy@n or L� is the family name.

Due to respect for

the person addressed and for his ancestors, this family name is not
used.
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The middle Vietnamese name often indicates sex, e. g. • vtn• is a common
form referring to men whereas 'thi' is often characteristic for women.
However, there are many exceptions to this.

some Vietnamese have only

a surname and then a double given name such as :

Ti�u Anh-Kiet
Some middle names are common to both sexes and it is not always possible,
unless one knows the meaning of the words, to tell the sex of the name
bearer, e.g.
Nguy�n Hoang Sang (rich prince)
L@ Hoang Mai

(yellow apricot blossom)

Some Vietnamese have more than three names, especially women, e. g.
Phan Thi Ch�u-HJi
Tr�n Th!

Lg Hrtdng

Some surnames and middle names are fixed and go together to indicate that
such a name bearer formerly belonged to an aristocratic family or was of
royal blood, e. g.
Bto-H�n where B!o indicates royalty for males
since Blo D�i was the last King of the Nguy�n
dynasty at the end of the feudal system in
Vietnam.
Often the middle name is separated from the other names by spaces or hyphens
and written in small letters, e. g.
oJJng van Nam
The last name is the ·given name or Christian name as it is often referred
to in Australia.
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For example, a Vietnamese with the name Nguyen van Sang would be addressed
as Mr Sang which is equivalent to an Australian being addressed as Mr
Smith.

That is, the use of a family name in Australia is equivalent to

the use of a given name in Vietnam.
'Sang' among friends.

He can however, be addressed as just

In correspondence the full names are used, although

Nguy�n van Sang may sign his name as N . V,Sang.
Confusion between Australians and Vietnamese is common here with Australians

_,

.....

addressing Nguy�n van Sang as Nguy�n, thinking this is a Christian or first
name like Bill or John.

On the other hand, Vietnamese find it incredibly

difficult to address someone, partiuclarly a teacher, by an unadorned Christian name, e. g. Margaret.
Miss Margaret.

They will nearly always address that person as Mrs/

They consider it impolite not to use a term of courtesy before

the actual name.
A wife would either use the given name which is more intimate in addressing
her husband, or she would use a relationship term, probably more so the latter.
Parents would either use the given name to their child or would use a relationship word or a number denoting the order of birth among the children as already
mentioned.
Buddhist monks put aside their family names and bear the Buddha's surname
'Th{ch'.
Titles such as :
Bfc-sf- (medical doctor)
Ky-sJ (engineer)
ThJ-Tefcmg (Premier)
are used when addressing people of specialized occupation.
There has been a tendency among those who attend French schools in Vietnam
to adopt a French name or alternatively an English name, to add to their
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family names, e. g.
Juliette L�-HJdng
John Sang.
Vietnamese names are written in Roman letters just like Western names as
.
. d in
. the seventeenth century. 21
1anguage was romanize
the Vietnamese

4.

Inviting/Accepting/Refusing

A survey prepared for the Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs
in 1980 called The Settlement Process of the Vietnamese, Lao, Kampuchean
and Timorese in Sydney, showed that just under a third of the Vietnamese
lacked even the most basic command of English.

Thirty-nine percent of

them stated that they experienced fear or anxiety which resulted from
their inability to speak English.

These emotions made them reluctant

to lea�e the house, feeling they could not cope with even simple situations.
Their inability to communicate with Australians and to make friends was
listed as the most difficult aspect of life in Australia to adjust to.
The Vietnamese, of all the other racial groups, particularly indicated a
frustration at not being able to communicate the nuances of their own
ideas or feelings to Australians and having to settle for very basic
messages being communicated. .
Because many Vietnamese have suffered severe disruption to their lives
and have lost their families, they feel a sense of anger or loss over the
fact that tl,eir social roles and status have been effectively wiped out temporarily, or for some, permanently.

They are used to emotional and

practical support from the extended family situation so that the twin
problems of loss of family as well as feeling cut c;ff from Australian
society through inability to speak English is quite overwhelming.

They
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badly need a supportive social environment which will include not only their
fellow Vietnamese but also other members of the community.
Being very hospitable people, the Vietnamese love to entertain their friends
with a high standard of food and drink in their homes to demonstrate how
much they appreciate the friendship.

However, there are linguistic differ-

ences between Vietnamese and English which do not always make the functions
of inviting/accepting and refusing easy .

Confusion arising from these diff-

erences can effectively dampen desire on both sides to issue invitations.
For example, Vietnamese use the polite form '_:t:.han]<, yg_u ' with great care.
Their sparing use of this expression is because they feel that to say ' thank
you' too frequently may be construed as insincerity.
However, the average Australian tends to expect others to verbally express
gratitude, pleasure, etc . and when this verbal expression is not forthcoming,
it can often be assumed that the other person is not grateful or pleased.
It is more in the accepting/refusing function where this difference shows.
An Australian may say :
" Mudi, would you like to come to my house for dinner
on Saturday night?"
Acceptance from a Vietnamese with a limited range of English could range
from a murmured bald ' Yes' which can be interpreted as nothing more than
unenthusiastic to j ust a shy giggle or smile which can leave the inviter
wondering if the answer is 'yes' or 'no'.
A standard refusal by an Australian to an invitation would probably be

r
)

(

\

" Thanks very much but I 'm already going out that night.
I ' d love to come another time".
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--�

However, a Vietnamese would possibly say hesi tantly "No, I can't" without
...

being able to explain further which leaves the invi ter feeling singularly
unappreciated.
The__:.�-� ':� i ve shyness of the Vietnamese_ "in � � : �r � � ian soc iety plays an
, --important part in their social responses in these situations .

It is per-

haps better described as a reserved a�titw;Je towards strangers or towards
----·-·�-··--�--�
__,..,,,,..,,..,.... ..�
,.

a person one does not know very well.

I t is also a polite atti tude used

by Vietnamese to show respect to their elders or superiors.

Their spar-

ing use of 'thank you' also works in reverse in their attitude to people
who thank them .

Because modesty and humility have been deeply ingrained

in them, they have been taught to refuse praise by saying they did not
deserve it.

Consequently, when a Vietnamese is thanked for sonething in
/

I\
his own society, he may reply w i th such expressions as 'Khong
dam' (I

wouldn't dare expect your thanks) or 'Kh�ng c6 chi' (It's nothing really ) .
If, in Australia, he has not yet learnt the corresponding English expressions, he may j ust smile and nod politely
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A characteristic which also has a n inhibiting effect on Vietnamese in
new surroundings is the fear of 'losing face' .

They are often afraid to

volunteer information or ask too many questions for fear of making mistakes or look ing foolish .
.
- ·".�...-�... h ,�·.i·•• ,�.•,. ..• -· .. .. �: , , -,,,. ,.,.,

,..,..

It is also important to them in a social situ-

ation to mai ntain harmony between speakers or to 'save the face' of some
one whose opinion might turn out to be wrong.

They have been brought up

to respect and accept the opinions of their elders and superiors or at
least not to disagree openly .

Disagreement wouid be put in a subtle

form of alternative suggestions or the matter in question would be
mentioned later.
This 'maintaining harmony' sometimes makes them embarrassed if they have
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to refuse an inv i tdtion , particularly i f i t i s from someone they consider
to be superior, e . g. a teacher.

They often fall back on laughing or

smiling as an answer because they do not know what to say which will
adequately cover them in this situation.

5.

The Vietnamese Smile

The enigmatic Vietnamese smile should be mentioned here because it is frequently used when they feel their linguistic skill is inadequate.
Vietnamese smile about almost everything and anything .

The

It is used as a

friendly welcome to strangers, to help someone through a difficult situation when a faux pas has been made, to show interest, to please their
superiors or when a foreigner cannot pronounce their names properly .

Con-

versely, it can also be used to politely hide confusi on, ignorance, fear,
contrition, shyness, bitterness, disappointment or anger .

Smiling at all

times and in all places is a common characteristic of all Vietnamese .
However, when this smile is substituted for language in a situation where
another person does not understand what the smile means , it can be a source
of irritation and confusion for the non-Vietnamese .

They will often label

the smiling Vietnamese as 'stupid' .
An example of confusion arising from the smile can be seen in a classrooffi
situation .

If a Vietnamese student does not understand a teacher's ques-

tion, he will simply sit there smiling and saying absolutely nothing.
This has been known to irritate teachers from other cultures greatly.
Vietnamese will also smile if they are reprimanded at any time which will
make the average Australian teacher convinced they are not only stupid
but also insolent .

However, the Vietnamese smile in this situation will

probably be to show the teacher that, (a) they did not mind being reprimanded and (b) they realised they were indeed stupid for not understanding

:' I
,: i
(i
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the lesson or the question and deserved being reprimanded.
6.

Yes and No

Another area of misunderstanding can be caused through what appears to be
misuse of · yes ' and ' no ' by Vietnamese .

Whether they agree or disagree

with the speaker, responses will always start with the English word 'yes ',
a translation of the polite form 'da ' used in Vietnamese .

This indicates

that the student is listening, not necessarily agreeing with the question
asked .
For example , an exchange between a teacher and a Vietnamese student who is
single could be like this :
Teacher:

"You aren 't married (are you) ?"

Student:

"Yes" .

The response 'yes' means 'You were right in your assumption, I 'm not married ' ,
yet it can given the impression that the student is married when he isn 't.
Another example of the response 'yes' which is typical of the terms of
respect which tend to begin sentences in Vietnamese is this dialogue :
1st person :

"'

" '

"Ong m 7t a?"
"You tired you?"

2nd person:

"V�ng (t�i m�t) " .
;' Yes (obey .

I tired) " .

'V�ng ' literally means 'obey' and would probably be translated as 'yes ' in
this particular case because it is an acknowledgement that the answerer
has heard and agrees.
However, ' v�ng ' would also be used even if there is a negative expressed
or implied, because the answe rer i s a g reeing with the sp0aker , e. g.

1st person :
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"

'

,,.. m�t a? "
"Ong khong
"-

" You not tired, eh? "
2nd person :

/\

I\ ,

A

A

"Vang. ( to1 khong m '; t) "
" No ( Agreed) (I not tired)" .

"

Here the word 'vang ' would have to be translated 'no' in English because
of the negative involved but the Vietnamese would still be thinking in
terms of 'yes ' because he had agreed with the speaker .
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SUMMARY
As has been discussed, many difficulties with English which are encountered
by Vietnamese are social/functional ones in day-to-day situations.

Part of

the solution obviously lies in intensive second language education.

The

functional development of language is taught through � of language and
1s consequently a unit of doing rather than simply knowing.

For the Viet-

namese student, learning the use of functional English means learning not
only different grammatical rules of language nse but also different cultural
use of language.
They need to know 'why' as wel l as 'what '.

It is not enough for them to

learn what the functional language is in a given social situation but why
it is used that way and on what levels.
The discussion of the functional differences between English and Vietnamese
in this paper therefore, carries considerable educational implications
for TESL teaching.

The learning process for Vietnamese students of English

may be a lengthier and more complex one than for students whose cul tl,ral
and language background is more similar to the culture and language of
Australian society.
Unfortunately, it becomes apparent through studying these differences in
the use of functional language that language and culture are so entwined
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that even when Vietnamese do achieve some command of English, there still
remain certain problems regarding social adjustment into a new community.
Knowledge of a common language is not necessarily equivalent to common
understanding or mutual intelligibility.
The Australian community at large needs to accept that ethnic groups such
as the Vietnamese have a great need to retain their cultural and spiritual
values in a new country.

If the Vietnar;-ese are not nrced by the stress of

adaptation to Australian society to completely abandon their cultural
identity or native language to achieve some sort of social acceptance,
their integration w i l l be gained at a far less traumatic and
loss to their personal identities.

devastating

!t is in Australia 's interest to solve

their settlement problems where possible.
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